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Introduction
While alarms are often activated by a single input, there are many scenarios where two or more independent
input activations are preferred, to provide a sequential confirmation before reporting the alarm to response
centers or authorities. This can help to reduce false alarms and callouts by requiring more than one input to be
activated before an alarm will be reported. It also allows multiple levels of alarm reporting.

UK PD 6662:2017 and BS 8243
Protege systems conform to PD 6662:2017 and BS 8243 at the security grade and notification option applicable
to the system.

Smart Input Mode
The smart input feature in Protege GX and Protege WX provides the ability to configure sequentially confirmed
alarm reporting. This feature allows you to define the number of separate and independent detectors that must
be activated, and the time window within which this must occur, for the specified alarm reporting to take place.

When an input in an armed area is activated, an alarm will usually be triggered immediately. With smart input
mode enabled, when an input is opened in the armed area a timer starts, using the smart input timer setting.
The area will count unique input activations (reactivating the same input will not increase the counter). If the
number of activations reaches the smart input count, the alarm will be activated. If the timer expires without
the number of activations reaching the smart input count, the timer and counter reset and no action is taken.
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Configuring Sequentially Confirmed Alarms
A sequentially confirmed alarm can be configured in a single area, with the appropriate confirmed alarm
reporting to the response center. However, in this scenario only confirmed alarms are reported - a single input
activation will not activate the area alarm or notify the monitoring station.

In the following example we will demonstrate the configuration required to achieve two levels of reporting, for
unconfirmed and confirmed alarms.

Configuring sequentially confirmed alarms requires the following steps:

1. A reporting service needs to be configured for each level of alarm reporting.

2. One area needs to be configured for each level of alarm reporting.

3. The inputs need to be assigned to all relevant areas.

If one input is triggered, the primary area alarm will be reported to the monitoring station as an unconfirmed
alarm, and if no further input is activated within the configured time period the timer resets and the counter
returns to zero. Only when two independent inputs are triggered within the defined smart input time period
will the secondary area alarm be activated and reported to the monitoring station as a confirmed alarm.

Reporting Services
This example requires the configuration of two distinct reporting services: one that contacts the monitoring
station and/or keyholder when an unconfirmed alarm is activated, and another that reports that a sequentially
confirmed alarm has occurred, so that the police or relevant authority can be notified.

1. Navigate to Programming | Services and Add the two required reporting services.

2. Set the Service Type according to your reporting service.

3. Set the Service Mode to 1 - Start with Controller OS, so that the service starts automatically.

4. Enter the appropriate site identification codes and contact details.

5. Click Save.

For more information on reporting services, refer to the Protege GX Operator Reference Manual.

Areas
To separately report unconfirmed and confirmed alarms, two areas are required to configure the different input
monitoring and responses. The normal user-facing area will monitor and report initial unconfirmed alarms from
single input activation. This is also the area that will be armed and disarmed by normal operation.

The secondary area will monitor the smart input mode sequential inputs and generate confirmed alarm
reporting. This area will also be configured as a child area of the first, so that it is automatically armed and
disarmed with the parent area. Otherwise it would need to be armed and disarmed independently, leaving the
potential for false alarm reporting or an unarmed area.
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Child Area
Firstly, create the child area. This is the area that will monitor the sequential inputs and generate confirmed
alarm reporting.

1. Navigate to Programming | Areas and clickAdd.

2. Enter a Name to clearly identify this as the area that is using sequential input activation.

3. In the Options (2) tab, check the Enable Smart Input option to enable this feature.

4. In the Configuration tab, set the SmartInput Timer to the time period within which the sequential input
activations must occur.

The timer is set in seconds. For example, a 30 minute window is 1800 seconds.

5. In the Client Code field enter the central monitoring station identifier for confirmed alarms for this site. This
is typically a hexadecimal number, but may depend on the receiver.

If left at the default value (FFFF), the area will use the Client Code set in the reporting service.

6. Set the SmartInput Count to the number of unique inputs that must be triggered for the sequentially
confirmed alarm to be activated.

7. In the Reporting ID field enter the central monitoring station identifier for this area.

This would typically be the same as the primary area, but could be a unique code to distinguish
unconfirmed and confirmed alarms.

8. In the Reporting Services section, Add the reporting service that was configured to report when a
sequentially confirmed alarm is activated.

9. Click Save.

It is not necessary to configure multiple areas if only one level of alarm reporting is required. A single monitored
area can be configured with the smart input settings, and simply report the alarm when the smart input count is
reached. Additional areas are only needed for the different configurations required to generate alarms and
alternative reporting for multiple levels of input activation.

Parent Area
It is assumed that the primary monitored area already exists and has the relevant inputs and other standard
configuration in place.

1. Navigate to Programming | Areas and select the area.

2. In the Configuration tab, set the Child Area to the sequential input monitoring area created above.

3. In the Client Code field enter the central monitoring station identifier for unconfirmed alarms for this site.
This is typically a hexadecimal number, but may depend on the receiver.

If left at the default value (FFFF), the area will use the Client Code set in the reporting service.

4. In the Reporting ID field enter the central monitoring station identifier for this area.

5. In the Reporting Services section, Add the reporting service that was configured to contact only the
monitoring station and/or keyholder when an unconfirmed alarm is activated.

6. Go to the Options (1) tab and enable the Arm Child Area and Disarm Child Area options.

This will ensure that the secondary area monitoring the sequential inputs will be automatically armed and
disarmed at the same time as the parent area.

7. Click Save.
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Inputs
When the areas have been configured, the inputs then need to be assigned accordingly. While it is certainly
possible to assign a different set of inputs to each area, typically every input that is assigned to the parent area
would also be assigned to the child area.

1. Navigate to Programming | Inputs and select an input that will trigger the alarms.

2. In the Areas and Input Types tab, ensure that the input is assigned to the parent and child areas. The same
input type should be used for both.

If an input is not assigned to one of the areas, it will not contribute to alarm activation for that area.

3. Click Save.

This process must be completed for all inputs that will be used to monitor the areas and contribute to alarm
activation.

Testing the Programming
For testing purposes, it will be useful to temporarily set a short smart input timer period - perhaps 60 seconds.

You should also coordinate with the monitoring station that testing is taking place, so they know not to alert the
authorities or others.

To test the sequentially confirmed alarm configuration:

1. Arm the primary/parent area.

The secondary/child area should automatically be armed.

2. Activate an input within the area.

The alarm for the primary area should be activated and the unconfirmed alarm report generated.

3. Before the smart input timer expires, activate the same input again.

No further alarm should be activated and no further report should be generated, as smart input mode only
counts activations of separate unique inputs.

4. Silence the alarm by disarming the primary/parent area.

The secondary/child area should automatically be disarmed.

5. Arm the primary/parent area.

The secondary/child area should automatically be armed.

6. Activate an input within the area.

The alarm for the primary are should be activated and the unconfirmed alarm report generated.

7. Before the smart input timer expires, activate a different input within the area.

The alarm for the secondary area should be activated and the confirmed alarm report generated.

8. Silence the alarm by disarming the primary/parent area.

The secondary/child area should automatically be disarmed and its alarm silenced.

Upon completion, remember to return the smart input timer and any other altered settings to their correct
configuration, and advise the monitoring station that testing is complete.
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